We prove that C,(X) x C,,(X) is perfectly normal iff for any natural II > 1 all closed subspaces of X" are separable. It is established that the existence of a perfectly normal non-Lindelof C,,(X) is independent of ZFC. We show that it is consistent with ZFC that C,(X) is perfectly normal iff (C,(X) )" is hereditarily Lindelof. The situation when all closed subsets of C,,(X) are separable is also dealt with.
Introduction
The covering and normality-like properties of the spaces C,(X) have been studied since long. VeliEko [ lo] and Zenor [ 111 proved that for any Tychonoff X the space C,(X) x C,(X) is hereditarily Lindelof (or hereditarily separable, or has countable spread) iff X" is hereditarily separable (or hereditarily Lindeliif or has countable spread respectively) for all natural n 2 1. An easy consequence of the above mentioned results is the equivalence of hereditary Lindelofness (hereditary separability, countable spread) of C, (X) x C,(X) and that of (C,(X) ) @. VeliEko proved [ lo] that hd(C,(X)) = hd((C,(X>>*) while the question is still open as to whether or not the equality hl( C,(X) ) = hZ( ( CP( X))*) takes place. Arhangel'skii [ 21 had shown that there are models of ZFC in which s( CP( X)) = w implies hZ( (CP(X))o) = hd( (CP(X)>o) = w. Asanov [4] established that s(C,(X)) = s((f$(X))*) and hZ(C,(X)) = hl((C,(X)>*) in case X has a Gs-diagonal.
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Uspenskii [9] gave some necessary and some sufficient conditions for C,(X) to be hereditarily normal or perfectly normal. Tkachuk observed [8] that hereditary and perfect normality coincide in the realm of the spaces C,,(X).
In this paper we mainly deal with perfect normality of C,(X) . In Section 2 we prove that perfect normality of (C, (X) )" is equivalent to separability of all closed subsets in finite powers of X. It is established that perfect normality of C,(X) implies perfect normality of (C,(X) )" if X is zero-dimensional or has a Gs-diagonal. We prove that it is independent of ZFC whether or not any perfectly normal C,(X) is Lindeliif.
In Section 3 we prove in particular that there are models of ZFC in which separability of all closed subspaces of C,(X) is equivalent to hereditary separability of (C,(X))O.
Section 4 is devoted to questions which I didn't succeed to solve while working on this paper.
Notations and terminology
All through this paper the word "space" is to denote a Tychonoff space. If X is a space then T(X) is its topology and T*(X) = T(X) \ (8). If A c X then T(A, X) = {U E T(X):A c U} and T(x,X) =T({x},X). We denote by R the real line with its usual topology and II = [0, l] C W. As usual, C,(X) = C,(X,R). For any space Z let hd( Z) = min{r: the density of any A C Z is 6 r}, M(Z) = min{r: the Lindeliif number of any A c Z is < r} and hcld( Z) = min{r: the density of any closed A c Z is < r}. Thus hcld( Z) = w says that all closed subsets of Z are separable. By s(Z) we denote the spread of the space Z, i.e., the supremum of powers of discrete suspaces of Z. The space L,(X) is the subspace of C, (C, (X) ), consisting of linear functionals defined on Cl,(X). All other notions are standard.
Perfect normality of C,,(X) versus separability-like properties of X
Let us start with some technical results. It is straightforward to check that U, are standard so our lemma is proved. 0 Definition 2.2. If we are given a space X and an n E w let us call a space H,, an n-extension hedgehog for X if it has the following properties:
(1) H,={B}UJ1 u*. . U Jn and 8 +! U{Ji: 1 < i 6 n};
for every i < n;
(3) JinJj =8 ifi # j; (4) for whatever x E Ox E T(X) and i E { 1, , . . , n} there is a continuous map
In this paper we will need only two spaces which will serve as extension hedgehogs: the first one is the subspace C,, of the complex plane Cc defined for n > 2 as follows: C, ={O}UJ,U.
. It is clear that C, is an n-extension hedgehog for every Tychonoff space X. The second example is the set Z,, = (0) U PI U . . . U P, where for n 2 2 we have Pk = {e(k-')l(n-l)'~i} for k = 1,. . _ , n and for n = 1, Z, = (0, 1). It easy to see that the space 2, is an n-extension hedgehog for Tychonoff zero-dimensional spaces. If H, is one of the two above described hedgehogs then it has a base B, consisting of connected open subspaces of Jk (k = 1,. . . ,n) and of sets V, = {x E H,: 1x1 < l/m}, where 1x1 = dm is the usual absolute value of the complex number x = x1 + ix2.
If in the sequel we refer to a standard subset of the space C = C, (X, Hn) for some space X, then we mean the base B, of the space H,,. There is an x = (xl,. . . ,x,) E F such that f E UC. Then f(xr) E JI, which is a contradiction proving that ki > 0 for all i = 1, . . . , n.
For every n-tuple j = (jt , . . . , j,) such that 1 6 ji < ki let xi = (xf, , . . . ,x7"). If some xj is in F then everything is proved. If not, then there are disjoint neighbourhoods Qf of the points xf such that yt , . . . , yp $ Qf and for every n-tuple j = (jt , . . . , j,) with 1 < ji < ki the set Qj = Qj, x . . . x QJ'" is disjoint from F. Pick a function f E C such that f(xf) E Oi, f-'(Ji) c IJ{Qj: j < ki} and f(X\U{Qj:l<i<n;l<j<ki})={8}.
There is an x = (xl, . . . ,x,) E F with f E Ui. Then f(xi) E .Ji and therefore xi E u{Qj: 1 < j 6 ki}, i.e., xi E Qj, for some ji E (1,. . . , ki}. Now we have a contradiction for the n-tuple j = (jt , . . . , jn> because x = (xl,. . . ,x,> E Q II F Z 8, where Q = Qf, x . . . x Q,!,. Thus, our lemma is proved.
•i Theorem 2.4. Suppose that H,, is an n-extension hedgehog for a space X and n 3 1. If the space C, (X, H,,) is perfectly normal, then all closed subspaces of X" are separable.
Proof. Let @ be closed in X". Then the set F = @ \ A,, is closed in X" \ A,. It suffices to prove the separability of F, because Q, n A, is a union of a finite number of closed subsets of spaces homeomorphic to X"-' so that the inductive hypothesis does the rest. If n = 1, then A,, = 8 and this case could be dealt with in exactly the same way as we are going to prove below the separability of F. Let UF be the open set from Lemma 2.3. Using Lemma 2.1 find standard U,,n E o with U, = U{U,,:n E w}. Let A = {x = (xl,. . . , xn): xi E supp( U,,) for some n}. Then A is countable and it suffices to prove that A f~ F 3 F. If it is not so, then let x = (x1, , . . ,x,) E F\AnF.Thereexistsan f ECp(X,H,) Thus, perfect normality of C,(X) implies perfect normality of C, (X, Cz) and Theorem A,, c x and the corresponding countable family y of standard subsets we will have U = U y and Lemma 2.1 does the rest. Now to finish the proof of the theorem we have to establish the implication (1) + (5). But if ( 1) holds then C, (X, C,) is perfectly normal because it embeds into C, (X, R2) which is homeomorphic to C,(X) x C,(X) . Finally apply Theorem 2.4. The theorem is proved. 0
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Corollary 2.9. If X is a compact space with C,(X) x C,(X) pe#ectly normal, then (C,(X) ) w is hereditarily Lindelof
Proof. All closed subsets of X" are separable for any n > 1. The space X" being a compactum, is hereditarily separable [5, Problem 3.12.9(d), p.2881. Therefore (C,(X))O is hereditarily Lindelof by the Zenor-VeliEko theorem [ 10,111.
•i
It is natural to ask whether perfect normality of Cp( X) implies perfect normality of (C,,(X) )2. The author is unaware if it is true in ZFC, but the positive answer is consistent with it. To show that, let SA be the statement "There are no S-spaces". It is known, see, e.g. [7] that SA is consistent with ZFC. Then we have the following Proof. In view of Theorem 2.8 it suffices to prove (1) + (2). The space Z,, is an n-extension hedgehog for X for any natural n 3 1. Clearly, Z,, embeds in Iw, so that it follows from the perfect normality of C, (X) that C, (X, Z,) is perfectly normal for every n > 1. Thus, all closed subsets of X" are separable for all n (Theorem 2.4).
Finally use Theorem 2.8 to establish that (C,,(X) ) o is perfectly normal. 0 V.I. Malyhin has recently proved that CH implies existence of a space X with hd( X) > w and with all closed subsets of X" separable (for all n 2 1) but not with all closed subsets of Xw separable. If C,,(X) were Lindelijf then by Asanov's theorem [4] we would have t(X) = w. This in its turn together with held(X) = w would imply hd(X) = w which is a contradiction. Hence we have 
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We are also going to prove a theorem analogous to the before mentioned result of Asanov. The following lemmas prepare a technique for that.
Recall that, given a space X, by A, we denote the set {x = (xl,. . .,x,) E X": there are different i, j E { 1, . . . , n} with xi = Xj}. Let S, denote the set of all one-to-one maps from the set { 1,. . . , n} onto itself, and id E S,, id(i) = i for all i E { 1,. . . , n}.
Every u E S, generates a map (o, : X" --+ X" defined as follows: P~(x~,. . . ,x,) = (X,(I), . . .t x~(,,) ) . Clearly, (Do is a homeomorphism of X" onto itself such that p,( X" \ A,) = X" \ A,.
Lemma 2.13. Let X be a space with C,(X) pe$ectly normal. Suppose that F is a closed subset of X" (n 2 3), satisfying the following properties:
(1) FcX"\A,; (2) 
cp,( F) I-F = 0 for every u E S,, \ {id}. Then F is separable.
Proof. Let C = C,(X, Z). Then C is perfectly normal. For an arbitrary point x = (XI,. . .,x,) E F let U$ = {f E C: f(xi> > 0, i = 1,. . . ,n}, and UF = U{U;: x E F}. It follows from the perfect normality of C, that U,V = U{Wk: k E w}, where Wk is standard in C for all k E w. Pickan f E C,,(X,Il) withf(zi) E Hi fori=l,...,qandf(X\U{Gi:l <i<q}) = (0). Then f E W so that there is an x = (xl,. . . ,x,) E F with f E ZJ$. Therefore f (Xi) > 0 for all i by definition of U$. Hence {xl,. . . ,x,} C U{Gi: 1 < i < q} wherefrom xk E Gik for all k = 1, . . . , n. Now x E (Gi, x . . . x Gi, ) n F contradicting the choice of the Gi. Our claim is thus proved.
Returning to the proof of our lemma, let A = {y = (~1,. . . , yn) E 32': yi E Proof. Of course, we must prove only if n 2 3 and F is closed in X", then F is separable. The induction hypothesis yields separability of F n A,, so let us establish that F \ A, is separable. The spaces X has a Gs-diagonal, so that A,, = n{Dk: k E w} where Dk E T(A,,X") and &,(Dk) = Dk for all k E w and ff E S,,. Therefore it suffices to prove separability of the set Fk = F \ Dk for all k E w. The set F, is locally separable by Lemma 2.14. The spread of C, (X) is countable and X has a Gs-diagonal, so that s( Fk) < s( X") < w [ 41. Any locally separable space Z of countable spread is separable. To see that, take an open cover y of Z with d(U) < o for all U E y. Apply Sapirovskii's lemma [6] to find a countable yi c y and discrete D C Z with lJ yt u B = Z. The set U yi is separable and D is countable so that Z is separable. This proves separability of Fk for all k E w and our theorem is proved. 0
The case, when all closed subsets of C,(X) are separable
Clearly, if all closed subsets of C,,(X) are separable, then it is very close to a hereditarily separable space. The first result of this section shows that it is consistent with ZFC that separability of all closed subsets of C,(X) implies hereditary separability of C,(X).
Theorem 3.1 (MA + -CH).
The following conditions are equivalent for any space X :
( 1) all closed subspaces of C, (X) are separable, ( 2) (C, (X) ) o is hereditarily separable.
Proof. By VeliEko's theorem [ lo] we need to prove that ( 1) implies hereditary separability of C,(X). The space C,(X) is separable, so X has a Ga-diagonal. The separability of closed subspaces of C,(X) is a stronger property than countable spread. Thus, s( C, (X) ) = w. By Asanov's theorem [4] the spread of all finite powers of X is countable. This, together with MA + 1CH implies hl(X") = w for all n E w [ 11.
Hence, hd (C, (X) ) = OJ and our theorem is proved. 0
Uspenskii has proved in [9] that if all closed subsets of C,,(X) are separable, then X" is perfectly normal for all finite n. The reverse cannot be true -any uncountable discrete space X is an example for that. But what if X = Cp( Y) for some space Y? We know that it is consistent with ZFC that perfect normality of C,(Y) implies hereditary separability of Y" for all natural n (see Proposition 2.10). In that case the space Cp( X) = C, (C, (Y)) will be hereditarily separable. Therefore, if SA holds and C,(Y) is perfectly normal, then C, (C, (Y) ) is hereditarily separable. Proof. V.I. Malyhin constructed under CH an example of a space X such that hcld( X") = w for all n E w, but hcld(X") > w.
To finish the proof, we must use two simple facts: that X can be closely embedded in C, (C, (X) ) and that C, (C, (X) ) is homeomorphic to its countable power [ 3, Corollary 0.6.41. It follows from these facts, that X" closely embeds in Cp< C, (X)) and our proposition is proved. 0 Corollary 3.3. It is independent of ZFC, whether perfect normality of C,(X) implies that all closed subsets of C,, (C, (X) ) are separable.
Corollary 3.4. It is independent of ZFC whether held (X") = w for all finite n implies hcld(C,(C,(X))) = w.
Open questions
Most of the questions are analogous to those concerning hereditary separability and hereditary Lindelofness in X and C, (X), namely 
